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Abstract
We study a multiclass multiple instance learn-
ing (MIL) problem where the labels only suggest
whether any instance of a class exists or does not
exist in a training sample or example. No further
information, e.g., the number of instances of each
class, relative locations or orders of all instances
in a training sample, is exploited. Such a weak su-
pervision learning problem can be exactly solved
by maximizing the model likelihood fitting given
observations, and finds applications to tasks like
multiple object detection and localization for im-
age understanding. We discuss its relationship to
the classic classification problem, the traditional
MIL, and connectionist temporal classification
(CTC). We use image recognition as the exam-
ple task to develop our method, although it is ap-
plicable to data with higher or lower dimensions
without much modification. Experimental results
show that our method can be used to learn all con-
volutional neural networks for solving real-world
multiple object detection and localization tasks
with weak annotations, e.g., transcribing house
number sequences from the Google street view
imagery dataset.
1. Introduction
Traditionally, a classification or detection model is trained
on data with detailed annotations showing the class label
and location of each instance. Preparing such training data
requires a lot of manual work. Segmentation of natural data
like images and audios into regions or pieces just contain-
ing one instance of a class could be expensive, artificial and
error prone due to the blurred boundaries among instances.
Furthermore, models learned on such data typically expect
the test data are preprocessed in similar ways. This signifi-
cantly limits their applications. Let us take the image clas-
sification problem as an example task to make the above
statements concrete. For example, both the classic convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) LeNet-5 (LeCun et al., 1998)
and moderns ones like the AlexNet (Alex et al., 2012) as-
sume that one image only contains one instance of a class
during both the train and test stages. Their last one or sev-
eral layers are fully connected. Thus, they might further
require the train and test images to have the same sizes.
These limitations complicate their usages in reality where
images come with diverse sizes, resolutions, and one im-
age could be cluttered with multiple instances from one
or multiple classes. More sophisticated object detection
and localization models and methods, e.g., region CNN (R-
CNN), single shot detectors (SSD), are proposed to address
these challenges. A recent review of such methods is given
in (Huang et al., 2017). However, learning these advanced
models requires training datasets with detailed annotations
showing the class label and location of each object in all
the training images.
Inspired by the traditional MIL method, this paper pro-
poses an alternative solution to the classification or detec-
tion problem by relaxing the annotation requirements. For
each class and each training sample, we only provide a bi-
nary label showing whether any instance of this class exists
in this sample or not. As a result, the model has no need
to predict details such as the number of instances, their rel-
ative locations or orders, etc.. One might doubt the useful-
ness of models learned from such weak labels. However,
the very simplicity of this setting might enable us to de-
sign general and elegant solutions to many tough problems.
Figure 1 demonstrates the usage of an all convolutional net-
work trained by our method on detecting the house num-
bers in images from the street view house numbers (SVHN)
dataset (Netzer et al., 2011). Without accessing to any de-
tailed annotation such as the ground truth bounding boxes
of digits in the images during the training stage, the learned
all convolutional network can recognize and localize each
digit in the images without further processing. Readers
familiar with MIL may see the relationship between our
method and MIL. However, their differences will be clear
as the paper expands. Notably, our method uses binary vec-
tor label and exact bag probability for maximum likelihood
model parameter estimation, while MIL typically assumes
binary label and uses inexact bag probability or other loss
functions for training, where a bag is a group of instances
sharing a group level label. Our method can be used to
learn the model from sketch, while task specific designs
may play an important role in successfully applying the tra-
ditional MIL method.
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Figure 1. Application of our method to the street view house
number recognition task. On the left side are eight image crops
with house numbers randomly selected from the test set, and
on the right side are the detection results generated by an all
convolutional network trained with our method. One can read-
ily read the digit sequences by replacing successive and repet-
itive detected digits with a single and the same digit, i.e., a
simple clustering process. For example, the top right sequence
“ 11111 55 22222 ” is transcribed to “152”.
2. Overview of our method
We use image recognition as the example task to introduce
our notations and formulation of the problem. However,
one should be aware that our method is not limited to im-
age recognition with CNN. For example, one might use our
method to train recurrent neural networks (RNN) for detect-
ing certain audio events in an audio stream, or apply it to
applications where the instances do not have any temporal
or spatial orders, i.e., a bag of unsorted instances.
2.1. Binary vector label
We consider an image classification or recognition problem.
Let I be an input image tensor of size (N,H,W ), whereN ,
H andW are the number of channels, height and width of
image, respectively. The number of classes is C. With-
out loss of generality, we assume that these class labels are
chosen from set C = {1, 2, . . . , C}. Each image I is as-
signed with a vector label l = [l1, l2, . . . , lC ] with length
C, where li can only take binary values, e.g., 0 or 1. By
convention, li = 1 suggests that at least one instance or
object of the ith class exists in the associated image, and
li = 0 means that no instance of the ith class exists in the
image. It is clear that label l can take at most 2C distinct
values. It is convenient to represent l as a set denoted by
L = {ℓ1, ℓ2, · · · , ℓL}, where li = 1 if i ∈ L, and li = 0
when i is not in set L. Clearly, L only needs to contain
distinct class labels. Unlike l, L may have variable length.
Specifically, we have L = {}, an empty set, when l is a
vector of zeros, and L = C when l is a vector of ones. We
typically put I and its associated label l or L together as
pair (I, l) or (I,L). One should not confuse the class label
ℓ for an instance of the image and the label l or L for the
whole image.
A few examples will clarify our conventions. We con-
sider the house number recognition task demonstrated in
Figure 1. There are ten classes, and we assign class la-
bels 1, 2, . . . , 9, 10 to digits 1, 2, . . . , 9, 0, respectively. The
third input image contains four digits, 2, 2, 4 and 1. Thus,
its binary vector label will be l = [1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0].
Equivalently, we can set its label to L = {1, 2, 4} or
{4, 1, 2}. When an image contains no digit, its label is ei-
ther l = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], or simply L = {}. We
mainly adopt the notation of L in the rest of this paper.
2.2. Maximum likelihood model estimation
Let M(θ) be an image recognition model parameterized
with trainable parameter vector θ. It accepts I as its input,
and produces an output tensorPwith shape (C+1,M,N),
whereM andN are two positive integers determined byM
and its input image sizes. Clearly, P is a function of θ and
I, although we do not explicitly show this dependence to
simplify our notations. We defineP as a probability tensor
such that its (ℓ,m, n)th element has meaning
pℓ,m,n =


Prb(emitting class label ℓ at position (m,n)),
if 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ C;
Prb(emitting class labelφ at position (m,n)),
if ℓ = C + 1
(1)
where Prb denotes the probability of an event, and φ can
be understood as a class label reserved for the background.
It is convenient to assign value C + 1 to class label φ to
simplify our notations. Thus, we will use φ and C + 1
interchangeably. By definition, P is a nonnegative tensor,
and has property
C+1∑
ℓ=1
pℓ,m,n = 1, for all 1 ≤ m ≤M, 1 ≤ n ≤ N (2)
For example,M(θ) could be a CNN cascaded with a soft-
max layer to generate normalized probabilities at all loca-
tions. Then, we are possible to calculate the conditional
probability for a label L given modelM(θ) and input im-
age I. We denote this probability with Prb(L|M(θ), I).
Now, the maximum likelihood model parameter vector is
given by
θml = argmax
θ
E(I,L) [log Prb(L|M(θ), I)] (3)
where E(I, L) denotes taking expectation over independent
pairs of images and their associated labels. To calculate
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Prb(L|M(θ), I) analytically, we do need to make the fol-
lowing working assumption.
Assumption 1: The model outputs at different locations are
conditionally independent, given the internal state of the
network.
Note that this is quite a standard assumption in solving sim-
ilar problems with similar settings, e.g., hidden Markov
model (HMM) and connectionist temporal classification
(CTC) (Alex et al., 2006). All such models assume that
the outputs at different locations are conditionally indepen-
dent, given their internal states. This assumption is conve-
niently ensured by requiring that no feedback connections
exist from the output layer to itself or the network.
Let us consider two simple examples for the calcula-
tion of Prb(L|M(θ), I). In the first example, we have
Prb(L|M(θ), I) = 0 when |L| > MN since the mini-
mum number of instances already exceeds the total number
of locations emitting class labels, where |L| is the order of
L. In the second example, we assume that L = {ℓ} and
P has shape (C + 1, 2, 2). Recall that L = {ℓ} suggests
that at least one instance of the ℓth class appears in I, and
no instance of any other class shows up. Hence, only the
following 15 combinations of class labels emitted by the
model are acceptable,
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By Assumption 1, the probability of each combination is
the product of the probabilities emitted at all locations.
Prb(L|M(θ), I) will be the sum of the probabilities of all
feasible combinations, i.e.,
Prb(L|M(θ), I) = pℓ,1,1pφ,1,2pφ,2,1pφ,2,2
+ pφ,1,1pℓ,1,2pφ,2,1pφ,2,2 + pφ,1,1pφ,1,2pℓ,2,1pφ,2,2
+ pφ,1,1pφ,1,2pφ,2,1pℓ,2,2 + pℓ,1,1pℓ,1,2pφ,2,1pφ,2,2
+ pℓ,1,1pφ,1,2pℓ,2,1pφ,2,2 + pℓ,1,1pφ,1,2pφ,2,1pℓ,2,2
+ pφ,1,1pℓ,1,2pℓ,2,1pφ,2,2 + pφ,1,1pℓ,1,2pφ,2,1pℓ,2,2
+ pφ,1,1pφ,1,2pℓ,2,1pℓ,2,2 + pℓ,1,1pℓ,1,2pℓ,2,1pφ,2,2
+ pℓ,1,1pℓ,1,2pφ,2,1pℓ,2,2 + pℓ,1,1pφ,1,2pℓ,2,1pℓ,2,2
+ pφ,1,1pℓ,1,2pℓ,2,1pℓ,2,2 + pℓ,1,1pℓ,1,2pℓ,2,1pℓ,2,2
The above naive method for calculating Prb(L|M(θ), I)
has complexity O(2MN ) even in the case of |L| =
1. We provide two affordable methods for calculating
Prb(L|M(θ), I) in the next section.
3. Model likelihood calculation
3.1. Alternating series expression
To begin with, let us introduce a quantity αℓ1,ℓ2,...,ℓL . It de-
notes the probability of the event that at least one instance
of any class from set {ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓL} shows up in I, and no
instance from any other class shows up. The class label in
set {ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓL} can be φ, i.e., C +1 by our convention.
Still, all these class labels are required to be distinct. Thus,
we haveL ≤ C+1. With this notation, αℓ1,ℓ2,...,ℓL is given
by
αℓ1,ℓ2,...,ℓL =
M∏
m=1
N∏
n=1
L∑
i=1
pℓi,m,n (4)
Specifically, we have
αℓ =
M∏
m=1
N∏
n=1
pℓ,m,n, α1,2,...,C+1 = 1 (5)
The following statement can be used to calculate
Prb(L|M(θ), I) efficiently. With a slight abuse of nota-
tions, we use Prb(L|P) to denote this probability since P
is uniquely determined byM(θ) and I.
Proposition 1: Let L = {ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓL} be a set of dis-
tinct class labels excluding φ. The probabilityPrb(L|P) is
given by the sum of the following L+ 1 terms
Prb(L|P) =(−1)0αℓ1,ℓ2,...,ℓL,φ
+ (−1)1
L∑
i=1
αℓ1,...,ℓi−1,ℓi+1,...,ℓL,φ
+ . . .
+ (−1)L−3
L∑
i=1
L∑
j=i+1
L∑
k=j+1
αℓi,ℓj ,ℓk,φ
+ (−1)L−2
L∑
i=1
L∑
j=i+1
αℓi,ℓj,φ
+ (−1)L−1
L∑
i=1
αℓi,φ
+ (−1)Lαφ (6)
We have outlined its proof in Appendix A. Here, we con-
sider a few special cases to have an intuitive understanding
of Proposition 1. By definition, we have
Prb({}|P) = αφ =
M∏
m=1
N∏
n=1
pC+1,m,n
When only instances of the ℓth class can show up, we have
Prb({ℓ}|P) = αℓ,φ − αφ (7)
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where the term −αφ compensates the probability of the
event that only class label φ is emitted at all locations. With
order |L| = 2, we have
Prb({ℓ1, ℓ2}|P) = αℓ1,ℓ2,φ − αℓ1,φ − αℓ2,φ + αφ (8)
where the term−αℓ1,φ−αℓ2,φ+αφ compensates the prob-
ability that instance from either one of the two classes, ℓ1
and ℓ2, is missing, and αφ is here since it is counted twice
in sum αℓ1,φ + αℓ2,φ. In general, we will observe the pat-
tern of alternating signs in (6). Note that Proposition 1 still
holds when |L| > MN . For example, whenM = N = 1,
explicitly expanding (8) with (4) leads to
Prb({ℓ1, ℓ2}|P) = (pℓ1,1,1 + pℓ2,1,1 + pφ,1,1)
− (pℓ1,1,1 + pφ,1,1)− (pℓ2,1,1 + pφ,1,1) + pφ,1,1 = 0
which makes perfect sense since one location cannot emit
two different class labels.
3.2. Recursive expression
We introduce another quantity βℓ1,ℓ2,...,ℓL . It denotes the
probability of the event that at least one instance of each
class from set {ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓL} appears in I, and no instance
of any other class shows up. Again, the class label in set
{ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓL} can be φ, i.e.,C+1 by our convention. All
these class labels are distinct. Thus, we have L ≤ C +1 as
well. By this definition, we have
βℓ = αℓ =
M∏
m=1
N∏
n=1
pℓ,m,n, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ C + 1 (9)
However, for L > 1, we can only calculate β recursively
by relationship
βℓ1,...,ℓL =αℓ1,...,ℓL −
L∑
i=1
βℓi −
L∑
i=1
L∑
j=i+1
βℓi,ℓj
− . . .−
L∑
i=1
βℓ1,...,ℓi−1,ℓi+1,...,ℓL (10)
where the initial conditions are given by (9). The meaning
of (10) is clear. On its right side, each β term denotes the
probability of an event that instances of certain classes from
set {ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓL} are missing. Hence, the left side of (10)
gives the probability of the event that at least one instance
of each class in set {ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓL} shows up. With the
above notations,Prb({ℓ1, . . . , ℓL}|P) can be calculated us-
ing the following expression,
Prb({ℓ1, . . . , ℓL}|P) =
αℓ1,...,ℓL,φ − βφ −
L∑
i=1
(βℓi + βℓi,φ)
−
L∑
i=1
L∑
j=i+1
(βℓi,ℓj + βℓi,ℓj ,φ)− . . .
−
L∑
i=1
(βℓ1,...,ℓi−1,ℓi+1,...,ℓL + βℓ1,...,ℓi−1,ℓi+1,...,ℓL,φ)
(11)
Eq. (11) provides the starting point for the proof of Propo-
sition 1.
Note that both the expressions given in (6) and (11) have
complexity O(2LMN). Neither will be affordable for
large enough L 1. The series in (6) has alternating signs,
and generally, its truncated version gives neither an upper
bound nor a lower bound of Prb({ℓ1, . . . , ℓL}|P). Com-
pared with (6), one advantage of (11) is that it allows us
to truncate the series in (11) to obtain an upper bound of
Prb({ℓ1, . . . , ℓL}|P) since all β’s are nonnegative. A trun-
cated version of the series given in (11) could provide an
affordable approximation for Prb({ℓ1, . . . , ℓL}|P) for ar-
bitrarily large L. Fortunately, in practice, L is seldom too
large to make the expressions given in (6) unaffordable.
3.3. Calculation with floating point arithmetic
Generally, neither (6) nor (11) can be directly used to cal-
culate Prb({ℓ1, . . . , ℓL}|P) with floating point arithmetic
due to the high possibility of underflow when calculating
these α’s or β’s. We always use their logarithms for the
calculations. For example, let x > y > 0 be two positive
numbers. The relationship
log(x± y) = log x+ log(1 ± exp(log y − log x))
is proposed to calculate x + y or x − y when x and y are
tiny. More details are given in our implementations.
4. Relationship to existing techniques
4.1. Relationship to the classic classification problem
It is worthwhile to consider the classic classification prob-
lem where each sample only contains one instance of a
class. For example, the commonly used image classifica-
tion datasets, e.g., MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998) and Ima-
geNet (Deng et al., 2009), all assume the one-instance-per-
image setting. The image classification task itself is of
1With settings M = N = C = 100, L > 16 is considered
to be large as it takes seconds to evaluate (6) for L = 16 on our
computer.
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great interest, and it also is one of the most important build-
ing blocks in achieving more complicated tasks, e.g., ob-
ject detection and localization. In our notations, we have
|L| = 1 for this setting. Still, we do not assume the number
of instances of the selected class, which may be preferred
in situations where the instances are too crowded to count
for their exact number. Let us consider the train and test
stages with our method.
During the train stage, our method maximizes the loga-
rithm likelihood objective function in (3), where the prob-
ability Prb({ℓ}|P) is given by (7). When the probability
tensor P has shape (C + 1, 1, 1), (7) reduces to
Prb({ℓ}|P) = (pℓ,1,1 + pφ,1,1)− pφ,1,1 = pℓ,1,1 (12)
Then, maximizing the logarithm likelihood objective func-
tion in (3) is equivalent to minimizing the cross entropy
loss, a routine practice in solving the classic classification
problem.
During the test stage, we calculate the tensor P for a test
sample, and scan Prb({ℓ}|P) for all 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ C. The
estimated class label is the one that maximizesPrb({ℓ}|P),
i.e.,
ℓˆ = argmax
ℓ
Prb({ℓ}|P), 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ C
Noting that Prb({ℓ}|P) = αℓ,φ − αφ, and αφ is indepen-
dent of ℓ, we simply have
ℓˆ = argmax
ℓ
αℓ,φ, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ C (13)
For the classic classification problem, we may have no need
to consider the class label φ since as the training samples,
each test sample is supposed to be associated with a unique
class label in range [1, C]. However, in many more general
settings, e.g., multiple object detections, class label φ plays
an important role in separating one instance of a class from
the background and other instances, either belonging to the
same or different classes.
For a well trained classifier, the model typically tends to
emit either class label φ or ℓˆ at any location (m,n). Thus,
we should have p
ℓˆ,m,n
+ pφ,m,n ≈ 1 for any pair (m,n).
With Taylor series
log(z) = (z − 1)− (z − 1)2/2 + . . .
we have
logα
ℓˆ,φ
=
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
log(p
ℓˆ,m,n
+ pφ,m,n)
≈
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
(p
ℓˆ,m,n
+ pφ,m,n − 1)
Thus, we could estimate the class label simply by
ℓˆ ≈ argmax
ℓ
1
MN
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
pℓ,m,n, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ C (14)
Our experiences suggest that (13) and (14) give identical
results most of the time. However, (14) is more intuitive,
and closer to a CNN classifier with fully connected layers
when one implements the average operation on the right
side of (14) as an average pooling layer.
4.2. Relationship to weak supervision and MIL
Considering that detailed data annotations are expensive,
learning with weak supervision is promising, and becom-
ing an active research direction recently. For example,
(Papadopoulos et al., 2017) provides a mean to reduce
the annotation work, (Blaschko et al., 2010) proposes a
framework to learn from both fully and weakly anno-
tated data, and (Gonzalez et al., 2016) and (Zhou, 2018)
give reviews and taxonomies of weakly supervised learn-
ing by considering the instance-label relationship and com-
pleteness/accurateness of supervision, respectively. Weak
supervision and annotation are rather ambiguous terms.
They could have quite different forms and meanings.
Among them, our method is most closely related to MIL
(Carbonneau et al., 2018; Zhang & Zhou, 2014) since it
also assumes a binary label for each class. The work
in (Wu et al., 2015) further combines deep learning and
MIL, and applies MIL to the bag of crops generated by re-
gion proposals for image classification and auto-annotation.
Still, our method is different from the traditional MIL in
several ways. One important difference is that the stan-
dard MIL only considers binary classifications, while our
method applies to both binary andmulticlass classifications.
Another important difference is that Proposition 1 gives the
exact model likelihood, while MIL typically uses approxi-
mate bag probabilities, or more often, certain loss functions
for classification.
Let us consider a binary classification problem where 1 and
φ are the positive and negative labels, respectively. In our
notations, probability of a negative image bag is straight-
forwardly shown to be αφ =
∏M
m=1
∏N
n=1 pφ,m,n. Many
MIL methods simply take maxm,n p1,m,n as the probabil-
ity of a positive image bag. Although this approximation
is inaccurate, it readily generalizes to multiclass MIL. For
example, (Pathak et al., 2015) approximates the probabil-
ity of a positive image bag with multiple class labels L =
{ℓ1, . . . , ℓL} with
∏
ℓ∈L maxm,n pℓ,m,n to arrive cost func-
tion −
∑
ℓ∈L (logmaxm,n pℓ,m,n) /|L| for model parame-
ter optimization. One-vs.-rest is another strategy for solv-
ing the multiclass MIL via standard binary MIL. Although
these solutions are shown to be successful for numerous ap-
plications, especially when the models are convex, we do
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not get reasonably good performance when tested on our
multiple object detection tasks (Supplementary Material
A). One possible reason may be the optimization difficulty
since our models are highly non-convex andmax operation
is not differentiable. Our method also requires less domain
specific knowledge, e.g., pre-training and region proposal,
which are required by (Wu et al., 2015; Pathak et al., 2015).
To our best knowledge, we are the first to derive the exact
model likelihood for multiclass MIL under rather general
settings.
4.3. Relationship to connectionist temporal
classification (CTC)
CTC provides another training framework for learning
without knowing the exact location of each instance
(Alex et al., 2006). However, it does assume that all in-
stances can be ordered in certain ways, e.g., temporal or-
der, such that a dynamic programming like method can be
used to calculate the model likelihood efficiently. Thus,
it mainly applies to sequence processing tasks. Repeti-
tive class labels in CTC are meaningful as they correspond
to repetitive appearances of instances from the same class.
For data with higher intrinsic dimensions, e.g., images with
randomly scattered objects, we typically can only define a
partial order, not a strict order, relationship for all those
instances from a sample based on their relative positions.
To our knowledge, there might not exist an efficient way
to calculate a CTC like model likelihood given the com-
plete partial orders of all instances. Hence, we take one
step back and only assume the knowledge of the existence
of instance of any class. This considerably reduces the an-
notation work, and also simplifies the model likelihood cal-
culation.
5. Experimental results
We only consider the image classification problems here,
although our method could apply to other tasks, e.g., au-
dio event detection. To our framework, the main difference
among these tasks is that the probability tensorP will have
different orders. Proposition 1 always holds regardless of
the detailed forms ofP. In the following image recognition
tasks, we only consider fully convolutional networks with-
out pooling layer or short cut connection for design simplic-
ity. Subsampling or decimation, if necessary, is achieved
by convolutional layers with stride larger than 1. A New-
ton type method (Li, 2019) using normalized step size is
adopted for model likelihood optimization to save tuning
efforts. With E epochs of iterations, we typically set the
learning rate to 0.01 for the first 0.5E epochs, and 0.001
for the last 0.5E epochs, where E takes values of tens.
Batch sizes are 64 for smaller models and 32 for larger ones
due to limited GPU memories. We only report the com-
parison results with strongly supervised learning methods
using detailed annotations. The traditional MIL does not
perform well without task specific designs like pre-training
and region proposal, and we report its performance in Sup-
plementary Material A for interested readers. We always
train our models from sketch. Pytorch implementations
reproducing the following reported results are available at
https://github.com/lixilinx/MCMIL. Any de-
tail not reported here can be found in our implementation
package.
5.1. Application to the classic classification problems
5.1.1. MNIST HANDWRITTEN DIGIT RECOGNITION
We have tested a CNN model with five layers for feature
extractions, and one last layer for detection. All the convo-
lution filters have kernel size 5 × 5. Decimations and zero
paddings are set to let P has shape (11, 4, 4). A baseline
CNN model having almost identical structure is considered
as well. We just apply less zero paddings in the baseline
model to make its P has shape (10, 1, 1) such that the tra-
ditional cross entropy loss can be used to train it. Both
models have about 0.41M coefficients to learn. With these
settings, test classification error rates of the baseline model
and ours are 0.54± 0.03% and 0.48± 0.04%, respectively.
Our method performs slightly better on this task.
5.1.2. CIFAR10 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
We have tested a CNN model with nine layers for feature
extractions, and one last layer for detection. All convolu-
tional filters have kernel size 3 × 3. Decimations and zero
paddings are set to let P has shape (11, 4, 4). A similar
baseline model trained by minimizing cross entropy loss
is considered as well. Both models have about 2.7 M co-
efficients to learn. With these settings, test classification
error rates of the baseline model and ours are 8.4 ± 0.4%
and 8.7 ± 0.3%, respectively. The baseline model per-
forms slightly better here. Note that for this task, deeper
and larger models can achieve better test error rate perfor-
mances. The purpose of this experiment is not to compete
with those state-of-the-art results, but to empirically show
that replacing the traditional cross entropy loss with ours
does not lead to meaningful performance loss. Actually,
our performances are no worse than those of the all convo-
lutional nets reported in (Springenberg et al., 2015).
5.2. Extended MNIST experiment
We use synthesized MNIST data to learn the same CNN
model in Section 5.1.1. We randomly select two handwrit-
ten digit images and nest them into a larger one. Then, this
larger image and its label, which only tells that what digits
appear in the image and what do not, are fed into our model
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Figure 2. Models trained in the extended MNIST experiment can
recognize randomly scattered handwritten digits in images of ar-
bitrary sizes without any further processing.
for training. As a result, the model never get a chance to
see any individual digit. Still, the learned model can recog-
nize multiple randomly scattered handwritten digits in new
test images with arbitrary sizes without any further process-
ing, as shown in Figure 2. Here, the class label φ plays
an important role in separating one instance from another.
We have tested the learned model on the same MNIST test
dataset, and the test classification error rate is 0.37±0.04%.
The lowest one among ten runs starting from random initial
guesses is 0.32%. To our knowledge, these are among the
best test error rates on the MNIST dataset ever achieved
without using any regularization, or affine and elastic dis-
tortions for data augmentation.
5.3. SVHN experiment
We consider the street view house number recognition task
(Netzer et al., 2011) in settings as realistic as possible. The
task is to transcribe an image with house numbers to a
string of digits. The training images come with very differ-
ent sizes and resolutions. To facilitate the training, we take
a tight square crop containing all the digits of an image,
and rescale it to size 64× 64. During the training stage, the
model only knowswhat digits appear in the crops, and what
do not. Thus, only limited annotation information is used
to train our models. Note that most other works solving this
task exploit more annotations and prior knowledge, e.g.,
the complete digit sequences, their locations, the minimum
and maximum sequence lengths, etc. (Goodfellow et al.,
2014; Ba et al., 2015). Furthermore, they use tight rectan-
gle crops, which causes aspect ratio loss after rescaling the
crops to size 64× 64.
We have trained three CNN models. All have 10 layers,
and consist of convolutional filters with kernel size 5 × 5.
Decimations and zero paddings are set to let P has shape
(11, 28, 28). As shown in Figure 1, our trained models are
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Figure 3. Test sequence transcription error rate comparison
among our method and strongly supervised ones (oracles) from
(Goodfellow et al., 2014) and (Ba et al., 2015) on the SVHN
dataset. DRAM and MC are the abbreviations of Deep Recurrent
Attention Model and Monte Carlo, respectively.
able to read the digits in the test crops. Still, we need
to transcribe these readings into house number sequences.
Currently, we use a very coarse rule-based transcription
method to convert the recognized digits into a sequence.
We only consider those horizontally oriented house num-
bers. As illustrated in Figure 1, we simply replace succes-
sive and repetitive detected digits with a single the same
digit to obtain the transcriptions. However, this simple clus-
tering method could yield incorrect transcriptions in several
situations even when the model successfully recognizes all
digits. Nevertheless, the overall performances of our mod-
els are still competitive. Figure 3 summarizes the test se-
quence transcription error rates of several compared meth-
ods. State-of-the-art test error rate for this task is about
3.9% (Ba et al., 2015), while our best one is about 5.1%.
Although the performance gap is significant, our models
use less coefficients, and are significantly simpler and more
widely applicable. We have tried to further increase the
model size, but the test performance gain is rather limited.
The lack of an end-to-end, i.e., image-to-sequence, train-
ing cost might explain the performance gap between our
method and the ones in (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Ba et al.,
2015).
Salient advantages of our models are their simplicity and
wider applicabilities. Figure 4 shows some examples where
our models can recognize house numbers in the original im-
ages with different sizes and resolutions without rescaling
or ground truth bounding boxes information. Clearly, our
models are able to detect and locate each digit instance. A
closer check suggests the following transcription error pat-
terns. Clustering-error: Ideally, one cluster should corre-
spond to one instance. But, our transcription method is too
coarse. It may fail to find the correct number of instances
due to clustering error. Orientation-error: Our transcrip-
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Figure 4. Our models can successfully recognize house numbers
in many of the original images without rescaling or using the
ground truth bounding boxes. Still, they may fail when the orig-
inal images have significantly higher resolutions or are cluttered
with objects resembling digits, e.g., letters and stripes, since our
models are not exposed to such training data.
tion method assumes horizontally orientated house num-
bers. It fails when the house numbers are vertically orien-
tated. Edge-vs.-1-error: Many detection errors are due to
detecting vertical edges as digit 1, or failing to detect digit
1, possibly regarding it as edges by the models. Indeed, it
could be difficult to distinguish vertical edges and digit 1
for our models since they are all locally connected convolu-
tional networks without fully connected layers. Increasing
the receptive field of the last detection layer may help to al-
leviate this issue. No-detection-error: Our method may de-
tect no digit in a test crop, although there should be at least
one and at most five digits in each crop. Annotation-related-
errors: It is not uncommon to spot ground truth label errors
in both the train and test datasets. The square crops are less
tight than the rectangle ones, and they may include digits
that should not be picked up as house numbers.
5.4. Limitations of our method
We discuss a few limitations of our method before con-
cluding our paper. As most multiple object detection
methods, our method requires a clustering stage, which
could be error prone, to separate one instance from an-
other. Our method may not be able to provide pixel-level
object localization. Let an instance of the ℓth class is
detected at location (m,n). Still, we find that quantity∑
R,G,B channels
∣∣∣∂ log pℓ,m,n∂I
∣∣∣ does provide a vague image
highlighting the region contributes the most to the detection
of this instance. Strongly correlated instance labels might
lead to less efficient learning. In the extreme case where at
least one instance of each class is included in each training
sample, nothing can be learned since one can simply set
the model likelihood to 1. Nevertheless, these limitations
are the natural consequences due to our weak supervision
settings, and are not unique to our method.
6. Conclusions
We have proposed a novel method for a family of multi-
class multiple instance learning where the labels only sug-
gest that any instance of a class exists in a sample or not.
We discuss its relationship to several existing techniques,
and demonstrate its applications to multiple object detec-
tion and localization. With our method, weak labels and
simple models are shown to be able to solve tough prob-
lems like the Google street view house number sequence
recognition in reasonably realistic settings.
Appendix A: Proof of Proposition 1
We start from (11), and repetitively apply (10) to replace
β’s with α’s. This process is tedious, but could evenly
prove the correctness of Proposition 1. Starting from the
end of (11) could make this process more manageable. By
expanding the term βℓ1,...,ℓi−1,ℓi+1,...,ℓL,φ in (11) with (10),
we obtain
Prb({ℓ1, . . . , ℓL}|P) =
αℓ1,...,ℓL,φ + (L− 1)βφ + (L− 2)
L∑
i=1
(βℓi + βℓi,φ)
+ (L− 3)
L∑
i=1
L∑
j=i+1
(βℓi,ℓj + βℓi,ℓj ,φ)− . . .
+
L∑
i=1
L∑
j=i+1
βℓ1,...,ℓi−1,ℓi+1,...,ℓj−1,ℓj+1,...,ℓL,φ
−
L∑
i=1
αℓ1,...,ℓi−1,ℓi+1,...,ℓL,φ (15)
Next, we expand all the terms like
βℓ1,...,ℓi−1,ℓi+1,...,ℓj−1,ℓj+1,...,ℓL,φ
in (15) using (10) to have
Prb({ℓ1, . . . , ℓL}|P) =
αℓ1,...,ℓL,φ + [(L − 1)− 0.5L(L− 1)]βφ
+ [(L− 2)− (0.5L− 1)(L− 1)]
L∑
i=1
(βℓi + βℓi,φ)
+ · · ·
+
L∑
i=1
L∑
j=i+1
αℓ1,...,ℓi−1,ℓi+1,...,ℓj−1,ℓj+1,...,ℓL,φ
−
L∑
i=1
αℓ1,...,ℓi−1,ℓi+1,...,ℓL,φ
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We continue this process until all β’s are replaced with α’s.
Finally, the coefficient before αφ will be
−1 +
(
L
1
)
−
(
L
2
)
+ . . .− (−1)L−1
(
L
L− 1
)
which is just (−1)L − [1 + (−1)]L = (−1)L, where
(
n
k
)
=
n!
(n− k)!k!
, 1 ≤ k ≤ n
denotes binomial coefficient. Similarly, the coefficient be-
fore terms like αℓi,φ, αℓi,ℓj ,φ, . . . will be
(−1)L−1 − [1 + (−1)]L−1 = (−1)L−1
(−1)L−2 − [1 + (−1)]L−2 = (−1)L−2
...
This finishes the proof of Proposition 1.
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Supplementary Material A: Performance of
traditional MIL
We test the traditional MIL on the extended MNIST task.
Please check Section 5.2 and code
https://github.com/lixilinx/MCMIL/blob/master/TraditionalMIL_ExtendedMNISTExperiment.py
for details. Assume L and P are the bag label and proba-
bility tensor of an image I, respectively. The cost function
is
−
1
|L|
∑
ℓ∈L
(
logmax
m,n
pℓ,m,n
)
(16)
For a batch of pairs (I,L), we minimize the batch averaged
cost. It is crucial to normalizeP as
C+1∑
ℓ=1
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
pℓ,m,n = 1
to make (16) a valid cost for multiclass MIL. The normal-
ization in (2) does not work here since (16) is not the true
negative logarithm likelihood. With these settings, test clas-
sification error rates of six runs starting from random ini-
tial guesses are 8.9%, 5.4%, 8.4%, 7.1%, 10.1% and 8.1%.
MIL performs significantly worse than our method and
strongly supervised baseline (our typical test error rates are
below 0.4%).
One may wonder that why MIL is shown to be successful
on many other applications, but performs not so well at our
tasks. One reason is that MIL can take many forms. Some
are particularly suitable for specifics tasks and performs
well, but not good at all tasks. Another reason is that we
are comparingMIL with strongly supervised oracles, while
many papers compare MIL with similar weak supervision
methods. We also find that the performance gap between
MIL and strongly supervised oracles is huge in the results
reported in (Pathak et al., 2015). One more reason might
be the model optimization difficulty of our settings. Note
that themax operation in (16) is non-differentiable, but still
convex. When (16) is used along with convex models, e.g.,
support vector machine (SVM), the cost function is con-
vex with respect to model parameters, and relatively easy
to be optimized. Actually, most MIL uses convex models,
e.g., SVM (Carbonneau et al., 2018; Zhang & Zhou, 2014).
However, these shallow convexmodels do not performwell
for complicated tasks like multiple object detection and lo-
calization. The cost function in (16) becomes hard to opti-
mize when highly non-convexmodels, e.g., deep neural net-
works, are used. Thus, when the traditional MIL is used for
training non-convexmodels, pretraining might be essential
for good performance (Pathak et al., 2015). Unfortunately,
finding a good initial guess is not always trivial. Region
proposal may be required as well when applying MIL to
object detection. Our method is derived from a more gen-
eral and principled approach, and seems do not suffer from
these issues in our experiments.
